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LETTERS
Diamonds sampled by plumes from the core–mantle
boundary
Trond H. Torsvik1,2,3, Kevin Burke3,4, Bernhard Steinberger1,2,5, Susan J. Webb3 & Lewis D. Ashwal3

Diamonds are formed under high pressure more than 150 kilometres
deep in the Earth’s mantle and are brought to the surface mainly by
volcanic rocks called kimberlites. Several thousand kimberlites have
been mapped on various scales1–4, but it is the distribution of
kimberlites in the very old cratons (stable areas of the continental
lithosphere that are more than 2.5 billion years old and 300 kilometres
thick or more5) that have generated the most interest, because kimberlites from those areas are the major carriers of economically viable
diamond resources. Kimberlites, which are themselves derived from
depths of more than 150 kilometres, provide invaluable information
on the composition of the deep subcontinental mantle lithosphere,
and on melting and metasomatic processes at or near the interface
with the underlying flowing mantle. Here we use plate reconstructions and tomographic images to show that the edges of the largest
heterogeneities in the deepest mantle, stable for at least 200 million
years and possibly for 540 million years, seem to have controlled the
eruption of most Phanerozoic kimberlites. We infer that future
exploration for kimberlites and their included diamonds should
therefore be concentrated in continents with old cratons that once
overlay these plume-generation zones at the core–mantle boundary.
Kimberlites are volatile-rich, potassic, ultramafic igneous rocks that
vary enormously in chemical and isotopic composition, mineralogy
and texture, and show evidence that they are derived from depleted,
enriched and/or fertile mantle sources. The minimum depth of
kimberlite generation, as inferred from diamond stability and experimental petrology, is about 150 km (refs 6 and 7), but some have suggested far deeper generation depths of 400–600 km (ref. 8) or even
more than 660–1,700 km (refs 9 and 10). Here we put these results into
wider perspective by demonstrating that most kimberlites generated
during the past 540 million years (Myr) are probably related to plumes
that had risen from the two plume generation zones11 (PGZs) at the
core–mantle boundary (CMB).
Large igneous provinces consist mainly of basaltic rock erupted
relatively rapidly (in the course of 1–5 Myr) over great areas
(1–10 3 106 km2; ref. 12). Earlier work has shown that most large
igneous provinces of the past 300 Myr (when rotated back to their
eruption sites) and active deep-plume-sourced hotspots at the
Earth’s surface (Fig. 1) project radially down to lie on narrow, stable
PGZs at the CMB at the edge of the hot and dense large low-shearwave-velocity provinces (LLSVPs13) of the deep mantle11,14–19, thus
demonstrating the long-term stability of LLSVPs. The 1% lowvelocity contour in the lowermost layer of the SMEAN tomography
model20 is a reasonable proxy for the PGZs, because most reconstructed large igneous province eruption sites and steep horizontal
gradients in shear-wave anomalies in the SMEAN model fall close to
that contour14. In Fig. 1 we show 12 hotspots that have been found, by
seismic tomography18, to be sourced by deep plumes. There is evidence from other selection criteria that some further hotspots (for

example, Tristan da Cunha, Réunion, Afar and Hawaii) are also
sourced from deep plumes; these are not shown on our map, but
they are also almost vertically above the PGZs14,16.
To find out whether kimberlites show an association with PGZs
similar to that shown by large igneous provinces and hotspots, we
used plate reconstructions21,22 to rotate kimberlites that are younger
than the initial assembly of Pangaea (,320 Myr) to their original
eruption sites. We find that 80% of kimberlites (1,112 out of 1,395)
of the past 320 Myr were erupted when their eruption sites lay above a
half-width of 15u on either side of the 1% slow contour of the SMEAN
model in the lowermost mantle beneath Africa (Fig. 1). On average,
this dominant part of the kimberlite population plots at a distance of
7 6 5u from that contour (Supplementary Table 1). The most anomalous kimberlites younger than 320 Myr (17%) are in the Slave
Province of Canada (Late Cretaceous/Early Tertiary period kimberlites2), which was close to a tectonically active continental margin at
the time of their eruption.
A remarkable pattern is observed when we plot kimberlites on our
series of plate reconstructions. At practically all times, eruption sites
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Figure 1 | Reconstructed large igneous provinces and kimberlites for the
past 320 Myr with respect to shear-wave anomalies at the base of the
mantle. The deep mantle (2,800 km on the SMEAN tomography model20) is
dominated by two LLSVPs beneath Africa and the Pacific. The 1% slow
contour (approximating to the PGZs) is shown as a thick red line. 80% of all
reconstructed kimberlite locations (black dots) of the past 320 Myr erupted
near or over the sub-African PGZ. The most ‘anomalous’ kimberlites (17%)
are from Canada (white dots). Present-day continents are shown as a
background, to illustrate the distribution of hotspots classified as being of
deep-plume origin18 and present-day shear-wave velocity anomalies
(percentage dvS), and bear no geographical relationship to reconstructed
kimberlites or large igneous provinces.
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Figure 3 | Devonian and Cambrian period plate reconstructions draped on
the SMEAN model. We reconstructed kimberlite locations with eruption
ages between 350 and 360 Myr ago to the average of 355 Myr ago, and ages
between 500 and 510 Myr ago to the average of 505 Myr ago; they all fall close
to vertically above the SMEAN model 21% contours (PGZs), shown as thick
red lines.

calibrate our global reconstruction in longitude, we generated semiabsolute reconstructions for the entire Lower and Middle Palaeozoic
era, and plotted kimberlite distributions from the major kimberlitebearing continents (Laurentia, Siberia and Gondwana). These reconstructions show that all kimberlites that erupted between 341 and
542 Myr ago lay, at their times of eruption, above the African (Siberia,
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plot close to the African PGZ (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Figs 2–5).
For the past 320 Myr, Gondwana, with Africa at its heart, has drifted
slowly northward over the African PGZ (Supplementary Figs 2–5),
and this readily explains the dominance of African (Gondwanan)
kimberlites in the global record if, as we suggest, their origin relates
to heat from deep plumes. Globally, kimberlite activity peaked
between 70 and 120 Myr ago (Supplementary Fig. 1), corresponding
to the time of formation of some of the most economically viable
diamond sources in southern Africa. This time interval overlaps with
the most intense large igneous province activities in the Earth’s
history, and also with a major superchron9 of the magnetic field
(,83–120 Myr ago; Cretaceous Normal Superchron). Almost 25%
of all known kimberlites erupted between 80 and 90 Myr ago, when
Africa was moving very slowly (,1 cm yr21) northeastward with
respect to the mantle (Supplementary Fig. 1).
There are few Phanerozoic kimberlites with ages older than
320 Myr; only about 200 are known to have erupted between 540
and 320 Myr ago, and kimberlites were altogether absent from core
Gondwana between 370 and 500 Myr ago. Plate reconstructions provide a possible reason for this: over this time interval, Gondwana was
centred on the South Pole, and the bulk of the continent was located
between, not over, the two LLSVPs and their marginal PGZs. By the
late Devonian period (Fig. 3) Gondwana stretched from the South
Pole (by then in South Africa) to the equator, and kimberlites started
to erupt along the equatorial and eastern rim of Gondwana (by then
in Australia). At this time, kimberlites with economically important
diamonds also erupted on the Siberian continent (in Yakutsk;
344–376 Myr ago (refs 2, 23 and 24)). If the stability of LLSVPs
and the eruption of large igneous provinces above their margins
extend further back than 320 Myr ago, we can constrain Gondwana
in longitude at 510 Myr ago and Siberia at 360 Myr ago by placing the
Late Cambrian period Kalkarindji large igneous province in Australia
and the Yakutsk large igneous province above the LLSVP margins
(Fig. 4). In this reconstruction, kimberlites in Siberia between 350
and 360 Myr ago and in Gondwana (the part that became southern
Africa) between 500 and 510 Myr ago (Fig. 3) erupted close to vertically above the African PGZ. Going further back, we can show that
Cambrian kimberlites with economically important diamonds (535–
542 Myr ago (ref. 25)) in Canada fall near the Pacific PGZ, whereas
contemporaneous diamond-bearing kimberlites in South Africa
erupted above the African PGZ (Fig. 4). Using the principles of plate
tectonics and the Yakutsk and Kalkarindji large igneous provinces to
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Figure 2 | Late-Jurassic plate reconstruction of continents and kimberlite
locations draped on the SMEAN model. We reconstructed kimberlite
locations with eruption ages between 155 and 165 Myr ago to the average of
160 Myr ago. Reconstructed kimberlite locations are found near the edges of
the African LLSVP (near the 1% slow contour, which is shown as a thick red
line) and at the old cratons in North America4, northwestern Africa, South
Africa (the Kalahari craton1) and Australia30. The most important cratons
for kimberlite eruption since the Carboniferous period are shaded in grey.
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Figure 4 | Reconstructed Palaeozoic kimberlites from Laurentia (North
America, Canada), Siberia and core Gondwana draped on the SMEAN
model. The SMEAN model -1% contour is shown as a thick red line.
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southern Africa) and Pacific (Laurentia, Australia) PGZs (Figs 3 and
4). On average, those kimberlites plot at a distance of 8 6 4u from the
1% slow contour of the SMEAN model, with 93% lying within a halfwidth of 10u from that contour (Supplementary Table 1).
Mantle plumes have been argued, using a variety of observations9,10,23,26, to be important in some or all kimberlite eruptions.
We have shown that large igneous provinces and hotspot volcanoes
develop from the deep-seated mantle plumes that rose from two
PGZs11,14–16. Here, for the first time, we show that plumes that have
risen from the PGZs at the margins of the sub-African (Figs 1 and 2
and Supplementary Figs 2–6) and the Pacific (Figs 3 and 4) LLSVPs
were also involved in kimberlite eruption. This clustering of kimberlites above LLSVP margins is extremely unlikely to be the result of
chance, and we estimate that it has a probability of 0.1–1% or less
(Supplementary Figs 7 and 8).
Kimberlites are only known within continents, and about 80% of
those that have erupted during the past 320 Myr formed within a part
of a continent that at the time of the eruption lay close to vertically
above a PGZ at the CMB (Fig. 1). The high concentration of economically viable kimberlites in Africa is due to the very old (.2.5
billion years) cratonic parts of the continent lying above a PGZ at
various times during the past 320 Myr. This indicates that the search
for kimberlites and the diamonds that they contain might be profitably
concentrated in areas within the old cratons of continents that once
overlay a PGZ (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Figs 2–6). Current limitations in absolute plate reconstructions make it harder to identify such
places for times earlier than 320 Myr ago (ref. 16). However, if the
relationship of large igneous province and kimberlite eruptions to
the PGZs holds true for that time (Figs 3 and 4), we can use the
information to position continents close to their original longitude
long before the assembly of Pangaea and probably throughout the
entire Phanerozoic eon.
We can now show that three distinct kinds of igneous bodies,
represented by (1) at least 12 active hotspot volcanoes18, (2) 23 large
igneous provinces of the past 300 Myr (refs 11 and 14–16) and (3)
1,112 kimberlites from the past 320 Myr (this paper) now lie, in the
case of the active hotspot volcanoes, or lay at the time of their eruption, in the cases of large igneous provinces and kimberlites, vertically
or nearly vertically above a PGZ at the CMB (Fig. 1). The PGZs can be
described as narrow loci of an intermittent or continuous upward
flux of hot and buoyant material from the CMB. Lateral flow above
the CMB may be deflected upwards at the margins of LLSVPs, which
are probably chemically distinct11,13–17. This flux appears to be related
to the emplacement of large igneous provinces, ‘hotspot volcanoes’
(of which some, but not all, may lie on tracks that originated in large
igneous provinces) and kimberlites.
Large igneous provinces and kimberlites have erupted since
Archaean times. Our results show that most of these rocks have been
derived from deep plumes originating at the margins of LLSVPs, but
whether the African and Pacific LLSVPs have remained in the same
places throughout the Earth’s history is less certain16,27,28. The
stability of LLSVPs in their present locations at the CMB can be
demonstrated for large igneous provinces and kimberlites for the
past 320 Myr. Most large igneous provinces and kimberlites erupted
during roughly the past 200 Myr, so we can be confident about
LLSVP stability since then. Explaining those stable LLSVPs and the
rising of plumes from their edges requires a new and challenging
generation of dynamic mantle models29. We can find a reasonable
plate reconstruction with continents placed in a longitude such that
the two known large igneous provinces and roughly 200 kimberlites
that erupted between 540 and 320 Myr ago fall close to vertically
above the present LLSVP margins. This indicates that the nearantipodal locations of the two existing LLSVPs on the equator may
have been stationary for as much as 540 Myr, and thus seem to be
insensitive to surface plate motions, including those of the formation
of Pangaea.

METHODS SUMMARY
We combined reconstructions derived from a hotspot frame for the past 100 Myr
with a palaeomagnetic frame dating back to the initial assembly of Pangaea
(320 Myr ago). This is known as the global hybrid frame21, which we correct
here for true polar wander22 between 320 and 100 Myr ago. For data earlier than
320 Myr ago we used the PGZ-reconstruction method to calibrate longitudes16.
This method uses the long-term relationship between large igneous provinces
and PGZs to estimate longitudes for large igneous provinces, and we use it here
to identify the continents under which the PGZs lay at times of kimberlite
eruption. We calibrated longitudes more than 320 Myr ago by placing the
Yakutsk large igneous province in Siberia (,360 Myr ago) and the Kalkarindji
large igneous province in Australia/Gondwana (,510 Myr ago) over the most
likely edges of the African LLSVP16 (Fig. 4). We know the palaeolatitude for the
Yakutsk (,35u N) and Kalkarindji (,9u N) large igneous provinces from palaeomagnetic data from Siberia and Gondwana.
We derived the kimberlite locations from numerous sources (including a
recent African compilation3), and included 1,395 ‘dated’ kimberlites for the past
320 Myr. Kimberlite age control varies from excellent (for example, U/Pb dating)
to less certain (that is, ages assumed to be similar to those of neighbouring
kimberlites). We did not include undated kimberlites or those with vaguely
described ages in our analysis. We first rotated each kimberlite site to southern
African coordinates using relative rotation parameters21, and then rotated them
to their correct palaeoposition on the globe (Fig. 1) using the absolute reference
frames outlined above. We then draped reconstructed kimberlite eruption sites
(symbols in Figs 1–4 may represent multiple sites) on the present-day SMEANmodel anomalies near the CMB, assuming that the African and the Pacific
LLSVPs have remained stationary for at least 300 Myr.
We produced diagrams with GMT (gmt.soest.hawaii.edu), GMAP (www.
geodynamics.no) and GPlates (www.gplates.org) software, and with SPlates
software developed for our industry sponsor (Statoil).
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Our methods depend on several factors, including kimberlite age uncertainties
and the choice of both plate and tomography models. In addition, plume sources
may have been advected in the mantle31,32, and a kimberlite eruption site may not
mark precisely where a plume impinged on the base of the lithosphere, but rather
the location of material that may have propagated horizontally within the lithosphere from a plume11,33,34,14. The observation that kimberlites in some cases
occur in clusters or lines3 may indicate that their surface distribution is partly
structurally controlled; it is therefore complex to estimate the net effect of these
individual sources of uncertainty.
We have previously examined nine different shear-wave-velocity models; they
all provide broadly similar characteristics near the CMB, so the choice of tomographic model is not critical to our conclusions11,16 but may lead to slightly different statistical correlations. As an example, we compare the 1% slow contour of the
SMEAN model with the 0.96% slow contour in the Castle et al. D0 model35 and the
0.77% slow contour in the Kuo et al. D0 model36 (Supplementary Fig. 6), both of
which globally, at the CMB, approximately correspond to the 1% slow contour of
the SMEAN model11. Twenty-five reconstructed large igneous provinces plot on
average at a distance of 8 6 9u (mean 6 standard deviation) from the SMEAN
model contour, whereas the distances from the CASTLE and KUO contours are
reduced to 5 6 3u and 6 6 4u (Supplementary Table 1). In the SMEAN model, 80%
of all reconstructed large igneous provinces plot within a 10u half-width centred on
the 1% slow contour, increasing to 96% for the CASTLE contour (Supplementary
Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 7a). The CASTLE model scores the highest because
its contour contains two small subareas at the CMB that plot near the Siberian
Traps and the Columbia River Basalt (ST and CB in Supplementary Fig. 6). The
CASTLE contour is also continuous further north in the North Atlantic, and thus
the Iceland hotspot (Fig. 1) also fits this model best. We consider it likely that the
Iceland plume is related to a continuation of the Africa LLSVP, and it is possible
that the smaller anomaly now underlying the reconstructed Siberia Trap has also
been part of the African LLSVP. Different tomography models therefore do matter
in a statistical sense, but all three models (and most other models at the CMB11,16)
demonstrate that large igneous provinces correlate with the edges of CMB heterogeneities and never with their centres.
Kimberlite distribution is also sensitive to the specific tomography model, but
the roughly 17% of ‘anomalous’ Late-Cretaceous–Early-Tertiary North American
kimberlites in the database of the last 320 Myr (,12% of the entire Phanerozoic
collection) are anomalous in all models. The remaining kimberlites plot at an
average distance of 7 6 4u from the SMEAN model contour, 6 6 4u from the
CASTLE contour and 3 6 3u from the KUO contour (Supplementary Table 1;
27–314 Myr population). Seventy-three per cent plot within 10u of the SMEAN
model contour (Supplementary Fig. 7c). That increases to 85% and 94% for the
CASTLE and KUO contours. For comparison, in-situ (that is, non-reconstructed)
kimberlite locations plot at a distance of 19 6 12u with only 14% inside the 10u
band of the SMEAN model—clearly a much worse fit (Supplementary Fig. 7b).
Although we appreciate the better fit for the CASTLE and KUO models, these
contours are longer, and hence the area within 10u is larger than for the SMEAN
model 21% contour. However, the major reason that the KUO model best fits the
kimberlite data (Supplementary Table 1) is that a large population of 80–90-Myrold kimberlites in South Africa (white arrows marked 2 in Supplementary Fig. 6;
see also Supplementary Fig. 4) plot right on top of the 0.77% slow KUO contour,
whereas they plot at some distance inside the SMEAN model contour.
An absolute plate motion model must account for the distribution of subducted
slab material in the mantle through geological time. Such a reference system, based
on information about subducted slabs identified from seismic tomography and
plate kinematic models, is still in its infancy, but as a plate model sensitivity test we
reconstructed kimberlite eruption sites for the past 300 Myr using the subduction
reference frame of van der Meer et al.37. Excluding the Late Cretaceous/Early
Tertiary North American kimberlites, kimberlites plot at a distance of 9 6 4u, with
65% inside the 10u band for the SMEAN model (Supplementary Fig. 7c). This is
slightly worse, but within the error of our hybrid plate model.
We have previously given a statistical argument that the coincidence of reconstructed large igneous provinces with the LLSVP margins is extremely unlikely to
have resulted from pure chance11, but how likely is it that a kimberlite distribution near the LLSVP edges occurs by chance? Kimberlites only occur in continents, and the diamond-bearing kimberlites occur in cratons more than 2.5
billion years old. Those old cratons make up roughly 15% of the total area of the
continents. In Supplementary Fig. 7d, we plot the fraction of cratons that are
within 10u of the PGZ as a function of time, on the basis of three tomography
models (SMEAN, CASTLE and KUO). This should be equal to the fraction of
kimberlites if they were formed randomly on the cratons. For comparison, 62%
(dashed red line) of all kimberlites (980 of 1,588) and 33% of the surface of the
sphere are within 10u based on the SMEAN model. The percentage of kimberlites

(62%) is slightly less than the maximum percentage of cratons (,70%) that are
within 10u of the SMEAN model slow margin, but at the times when most of the
kimberlites were formed a much smaller percentage of cratons were within 10u—
about the same as, or even less than, the percentage of the entire surface of the
sphere: that is, the result that would be expected if the cratons were placed
randomly. This shows that the clustering of kimberlites near the 1% slow margin
cannot be due to a clustering of cratons near the 1% slow margin. Numbers for
the other tomography models, CASTLE and KUO, are slightly higher but lead to
the same conclusion. At the time when most kimberlites formed, the cratons’
location relative to the 1% slow margin was more or less as would be expected
from a random distribution, but the kimberlites were not formed on the cratons
in the way that would be expected in a random distribution. The lighter-coloured
dashed lines show that the fraction of kimberlites within 10u of the PGZs
decreases if we restrict ourselves to more recent times. This may be partly an
effect of less freedom in longitude adjustment for more recent times—we have in
fact adjusted longitudes to fit large igneous provinces above PGZs before
320 Myr (Fig. 4). Hence, there may be an increasing bias towards an increased
fraction of kimberlites above PGZs further back in time. Nevertheless, even for
the most recent time interval, up to 130 Myr ago, in which longitudes can be
constrained by hotspot tracks, the fraction of kimberlites within 10u of PGZs is
much higher than the fraction of cratons, so the clustering of kimberlites near
PGZs cannot be due to freedom in longitude. Although in our reconstruction we
switch from a hotspot-based to a palaeomagnetic reference frame at 100 Myr ago,
comparison of the two frames shows only a minor difference in longitude
between 100 and 130 Myr ago.
The probability that kimberlites were emplaced randomly is further explored
in Supplementary Fig. 8. The calculated probabilities are quite variable, depending on which tomography model is used (different colours), whether we consider
the fraction of individual kimberlites within a half-width of 10u of the PGZs
(lines) or the fraction of kimberlite ‘groups’ (filled circles), which time interval is
considered and how many independent groups there are. Results further depend
on the half-width and on which contour is used to define the PGZs (not shown).
Because groups with larger numbers of kimberlites should presumably be
given more weight, we expect that the most appropriate estimate for probability
in each case lies somewhere between the filled circles and the line of same colour
in Supplementary Fig. 8. We estimate that there are about 43 to 55 ‘independent’
groups of kimberlites that have formed in the last 542 Myr. As indicated in
Supplementary Fig. 7d and Supplementary Table 1, we expect that with more
tight, independent constraints on longitude more than 130 Myr ago, and especially more than 320 Myr ago, the fraction of kimberlites within 10u of the PGZs
might be slightly, but not substantially, less; hence, probabilities might be slightly
higher than those inferred from the range 43–55 in Supplementary Fig. 8. On the
other hand, probability estimates from kimberlites younger than 320 Myr only are
rather high, because during that time interval a large fraction of cratons was already
within 10u of the PGZs. However, most kimberlites erupted at times when the
fraction of cratons within 10u of the PGZs was much less, so these estimates are
probably too high. Given all this, we expect that the probability of the distribution of
kimberlites relative to PGZs being essentially random is about 0.1–1% or less. We
emphasize that this estimate considers all kimberlites, including the ‘anomalous’
ones from Canada and the large cluster in South Africa, which is reconstructed
above the African LLSVP away from its margin, if the SMEAN model 1% slow
contour is used. We regard it as highly likely that the distribution of kimberlites is
indeed related to the PGZs at the margins of LLSVPs in the lowermost mantle.
It has been suggested that kimberlite eruptions in, for example, North America
and Africa occurred during periods of relatively slow continental motion38. To test
this idea, we calculated the absolute motion of South Africa and North America
for the past 320 Myr (Supplementary Fig. 1b). Our velocity curves differ from
those of England and Houseman38, but we notice that South Africa has relatively
low speeds (1–3.5 cm yr21) during peaks in kimberlite eruption (70–100 Myr ago
and 110– 120 Myr ago). These lows are also seen for North America, but there are
two high-velocity spikes. The spike at 50–60 Myr ago is associated with ‘anomalous’ kimberlites (Fig. 1, white dots), erupted shortly after the collision of the
ribbon continent of the Cordillera with North America, which was a time of
tectonic activity in the Canadian Rockies when cracks that fostered decompression melting are likely to have formed in the Slave Province39. Only one lowermantle mineral assemblage has been reported in Cretaceous–Tertiary kimberlites
in Canada, but there is abundant majoritic garnet included in diamond40,41. A
transition-zone (410–660 km) activated plume by ‘large scale extension’ seems to
be a reasonable explanation for these ‘anomalous’ kimberlites.
That the reconstructed positions of at least 23 large igneous provinces, and
now the majority of kimberlites (Fig. 1), all fall near the 1% slow contour
demonstrates that the majority of both large igneous provinces and kimberlites
are derived from the PGZs near the CMB. These observations are undoubtedly
incompatible with passive plate-driven models for large igneous province
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Diamonds Sampled by Plumes From the Core-Mantle Boundary (Torsvik et al. 2010)

Supplementary Information
We have also analyzed clusters of kimberlites on plate reconstructed maps in 10 Myr steps
and Figures S2-5 show the results for the past 250 My with a focus on the Gondwana
elements that constituted about half of the Pangea supercontinent. In this time range
kimberlites are found in South Africa (notably on the Kalahari craton1), NW Africa and South
America (Amazonia2) and to lesser extent Australia and India. At 250 Ma Gondwana
stretched from the equator to the South Pole and slowly drifted northward whilst it
experienced break-up from about 160 Ma, when East (India, Madagascar, Australia and
Antarctica) and West (Africa, Arabia and South America) Gondwana separated.
In the sequence of reconstructions from 250 to 30 Ma we keep the SMEAN3 1% slow
contour for the sub-African LLSVP (approximation of the PGZs) fixed (thick blue line in
Figs. S2-5) while the continents are ‘moved’ over it according to our reconstruction
parameters. A truly remarkable pattern is observed for the Gondwana continents since most
‘anomalous’ kimberlite locations are related to the Canadian shield (Fig. 1): At practically all
times kimberlite eruptions took place near the 1% slow contour (see 250 Ma very good fit,
240 Ma good except Australia, 230 Ma very good, 220 Ma good, 200-140 Ma excellent, 12030 Ma good fit but some kimberlites plot at some distance inside the 1% slow contour). We
have also plotted reconstructed LIPs on the diagrams; these are always close to the 1% slow
contour.
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Supplementary Table S1
Mean great circle distance in degrees (D ± 1 ) of reconstructed large igneous provinces
(LIPs) and kimberlites from the 1% slow SMEAN contour and the number of LIPs and
kimberlites erupted within a half-band of 10o from that contour (%W10o). We also calculate
the corresponding values for the 0.96% slow contour in the CASTLE4 and the 0.77% slow
contour KUO5 D” models. N = Number of LIPs/kimberlites.
Age intervals
N

SMEAN
D±1
%W10o

CASTLE
D±1
%W10o

25

8±9

80

5±3

96

6±4

88

12 ± 12
11 ± 12
8±4

57
62
93

9±7
8±7
5±3

73
76
94

7±9
7±9
4±5

78
80
90

85
86

3±3
4±4

94
94

D±1

KUO
%W10o

LIPs
15-297 Ma

Kimberlites (All)
27-314 Ma
27-542 Ma
341-542 Ma

1395
1588
193

Kimberlites (excluded North America/Canada)
27-314 Ma
27-542 Ma
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7±5
7±4

73
69

6±4
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Supplementary Figures

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S1 (a) Frequency histogram in percentage for kimberlites
(this study) and LIPs6-8 vs. time (Ma) since the Carboniferous (320 Ma). LIPs with red
shading are linked to the sub-African PGZ. A high frequency of kimberlites seems to be
associated with or slightly younger than peak LIP activity. A link of LIP and kimberlite
activity with the Earth’s magnetic field has been postulated (e.g.9) and we show the magnetic
polarity scale10,11 since the Carboniferous. CNS = Cretaceous Normal Superchron (83.5120.6 Ma); KRS = Kiaman Reverse Superchron. We also show a detailed analysis of the
magnetic polarity pattern (expressed as percentage normal polarity) since the oldest Manomaly (M29; ~157 Ma11). We smoothed the record using a 10 Myr sliding age-window
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and show it with a 20 Myr offset (approximately the estimated time for a deep plume from the
CMB to reach the surface). A normally reversing geodynamo is expected to have a ~50%
normal polarity (stippled black line) but note that the polarity record shows a strong polarity
bias (mostly normal, including the CNS but also a reverse bias in the Late Cretaceous-Early
Tertiary). This polarity bias period lasted for ~90 Myr and coincides after applying the 20
Myr offset with the period between the start (Magellan and Shatsky Rise LIPs in the Pacific;
147-145 Ma surface eruption ages) and the end (Deccan and the North Atlantic Igneous
Province LIPs; 65-60 Ma) of the most spectacular LIP (and Kimberlite) activity in Earth
History.
(b) ‘Absolute’ velocities for South Africa and North America calculated for a central location
for each continent (for comparison with England & Houseman12 using the same values for
‘center of gravity’). There is a notable low for South Africa between 80-90 Ma (pink
rectangle) that corresponds to the maximum peak in kimberlite eruption activity. Velocity
curves for South Africa and North America are essentially similar before 180 Ma when they
both were part of Pangea.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S2 Reconstruction of Gondwana continents and associated
kimberlites and old cratons (shaded colour) in space and time. Kimberlite symbols (grey
circles) normally represent multiple kimberlite eruption sites. The 1% slow contour (SMEAN
model) is shown as a thick blue line in all diagrams. C=Central Atlantic Magmatic Province
(~200 Ma). Kimberlites (and LIPs) are plotted if they are within ± 5 Myr of the actual
reconstruction age. There are no known Gondwana kimberlites or LIPs at 210 ± 5 Ma.
Details in the break-up history between Africa and South America and intra-plate deformation
are based on Torsvik et al.13. Other relative fits are listed in Torsvik et al.14
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S3 See figure S2 caption. K=Karroo LIP (c. 182 Ma);
PE=Parana-Etendeka LIP (~132 Ma); BU=Bunbury (~132 Ma).
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S4 See figure S2 caption. R=Rajmahal LIP (~118 Ma);
MR=Maud Rise LIP (~125 Ma); SK=South Kerguelen (~114 Ma); CK=Central Kerguelen
(~100 Ma); WP=Wallaby Plateau (~96 Ma); AP=Agulhas LIP (~100 Ma14,15, M=MadagascarMarion (~87 Ma); SL=Sierra Leone (~73 Ma)
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S5 See figure S2 caption. D=Deccan Trap LIP (~65 Ma);
A=Afar LIP (~31 Ma).
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S6 Reconstructed large igneous provinces and kimberlites
for the past 542 Myr with respect to shear-wave anomalies at the base of the mantle (2800 km
on the SMEAN tomography model3). This figure combines Figures 1 and 4, and in addition
we compare the 1% slow SMEAN contour (red colour) with the 0.96% slow contour of the
Castle et al.5 (white colour) and the 0.77% slow contour of the Kuo et al.6 (blue colour) D”
models. The latter show a sharper bend along the SW margin of the African LLSVP and
therefore many Cretaceous kimberlites from South Africa, which form a large cluster that
dominates the kimberlite record, will better fit this contour. For guidance we also show the
zero contour of the SMEAN model (thin black line). Anomalous kimberlites (Late
Cretaceous-Early Tertiary kimberlites from North America/Canada, white dots) are indicated
by white arrow 1 whilst an area of Cretaceous kimberlites from South Africa plotting at some
distance inside both the SMEAN and CASTLE contour but directly above the KUO contour
are indicated by white arrow 2. Annotated reconstructed LIPs are: CB=Columbia River Basalt
(15 Ma), ST=Siberian Traps (251 Ma), SC=Skagerrak Centered LIP (297 Ma; the oldest
reconstructed LIP).
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S7 Calculated great circle distances of reconstructed LIPs
(a) and all kimberlite (b) eruption sites from the 1% slow SMEAN contour (blue histograms)
and the 0.96% slow CASTLE contour (red histogram). Histograms were binned in 5 Myr
intervals. We also show the histogram distribution for in-situ locations (i.e. present sampling
sites) vs. the SMEAN contour (blue lines). In (c) we have excluded the anomalous Late
Cretaceous-Early Tertiary North American kimberlites and compare two tomography models
and two different plate models (our hybrid model compared with the slab fitted model16). In
essence (a) to (c) show that reconstructed eruption sites cluster near the SMEAN contour
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much better than in-situ sites, the CASTLE model actually provides an improved fit and our
plate model compares favourably with the slab-fitted model. (d) The red, blue and green
curves are the fraction (right scale) of cratons that are within 10o of the SMEAN 1%,
CASTLE 0.96% and KUO 0.77% slow margin as a function of time in 10 Myr intervals. The
black curve gives the age distribution (number of kimberlites – left scale - binned in 20 Myr
intervals, plotted at the centre age of the bin). Dashed lines show for comparison the fraction
of kimberlites that erupted within ± 10° of the PGZs. Dark colour is for all kimberlites
erupted since 542 My, lighter colour for all kimberlites erupted since 320 My, lightest colour
since 130 My. The plot would look very similar for 15° instead of 10°, with both dashed and
continuous coloured lines somewhat raised.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S8 Probability that the distribution of kimberlites (dashed
and continuous lines; filled circles) and cratons (dotted lines) relative to the PGZs arises by
chance, computed under different assumptions. In each case, we address the following
question: if the probability for an outcome (e.g., rolling a six with a dice, or – in this case - the
eruption of a kimberlite within 10° of the PGZ) is p1 , what is the probability that this outcome
occurs p2 N or more out of N times? But whereas each rolling of a dice can be viewed as
statistically independent, this is certainly not the case for eruptions of kimberlites. We address
the problem of appropriately estimating N in two ways: Firstly (plotted as lines), we leave N
as a free parameter, and use for p2 the fraction of individual kimberlites within 10° of the
PGZ. If p2 N is non-integer, it is rounded up to the nearest larger integer, but resulting
fluctuations are subsequently smoothed. For red, pink and violet lines, the -1% SMEAN
contour defines the PGZ. The dashed line (partly hidden behind the blue line) indicates the
probability that the fraction p2 is as large as observed (980 out of 1588 kimberlites since 542
Ma), or even larger, if they are placed randomly on the surface of the sphere: Hence we use
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p1=33.1% (fraction of the Earth's surface within 10° of the PGZs) and p2=980/1588=61.7 %.
For comparison, the dotted line indicates the probability that the fraction of cratons within
10° of the PGZ is as large as observed or larger, if cratons are distributed randomly on the
surface of the sphere: Hence we use again p1=33.1%, but p2=40.8 % (time-averaged fraction
of cratons within 10° of the PGZs; see Fig. S7d). The dotted line shows that cratons can be
considered as distributed randomly relative to PGZs. In contrast, the continuous red line
indicates the probability that the fraction of kimberlites erupting within 10° of the PGZ is as
large as observed or larger, if they are placed randomly in space and time on the cratons.
Hence we use here p1=40.8 % and p2=61.7 %. While the (dark) red lines are for all
kimberlites, the medium light red (pink) line is restricted to the past 320 Myr (p1=42.1%,
p2=57.4% - 801 of 1395), the time after Pangaea assembly for which we have better
constraints in longitude. The light red (pink) line is for the past 130 Myr (p1=18.9%,
p2=49.5% - 570 of 1151) for which we have hotspot tracks in the African hemisphere and thus
the best constraints in longitude. The violet line is for times before 320 Ma (p1=38.9%,
p2=92.7% - 179 of 193). For the blue line, the -0.96% CASTLE20 contour defines the PGZ
(p1=46.7%, p2=75.6%), for the green line, the -0.77% KUO21 contour (p1=52.3%, p2=79.5%).
Blue and green lines are again for all kimberlites since 542 Ma. Secondly (plotted as dots;
same color scheme), we divide the kimberlites into groups that are then regarded as
statistically independent: We group one kimberlite with another one if it is less than 15o away
with less than 30 My age difference, and average latitude, longitude and age within the
groups. The grouping somewhat depends on the order of going through the set of kimberlites.
whether (a) from beginning to end, (b) in reverse order, or (c) in random order (two cases;
www.random.org/sequences/). In each case, we iterate the grouping until the number of
groups remains constant. In this way, we obtain nine sets of 43-55 groups, if we consider all
kimberlites since 540 Ma, nine sets of 29-39 groups since 320 Ma, nine sets of 11-18 groups
since 130 Ma and seven sets of 13-16 groups before 320 Ma. Since the number of kimberlites
per group strongly varies (between 1 and 380-726) the fraction p2 for groups can be quite
different from the fraction for individual kimberlites, whereas we use the same p1 values as
for the continuous lines. Hence corresponding dots and lines can be quite apart.
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